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RECOMBINATION LINES IN SEVERAL GALACTIC DIRECTIONS
Part 2. ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 
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Subject and Purpose. In Part 2 of the current paper, we seek to analyze the observational results of decameter carbon radio recombi-
nation lines (RRLs) detected near the frequency 26 MHz through the UTR-2 radio telescope towards the S140 emission nebula and the 
GSH 139-03-69 super shell. Th ese lines have proven themselves as a highly eff ective tool for cold, rarefi ed interstellar medium (ISM) 
diagnostics. Th e aim is to determine an association of line-forming regions (CII regions) with other ISM components and study physical 
conditions (electron temperature Te and electron density Ne ) in these regions. 

Methods and Methodology. By iterative comparison of detected and modeled integral intensities of decameter carbon RRLs, we 
determine physical state ranges where recorded experimental data best fi t the model values for various combinations of Te , Ne , and path 
lengths s. 

Results. It has been found that the characteristics of the detected decameter carbon RRLs are consistent with the higher-frequency 
data for both the S140 line of sight and other Galactic plane directions, including the GSH 139-03-69 direction. Ranges of physical con-
ditions where recorded data and model values are in the best agreement have been determined, being Te  50÷100 K, Ne  0.01 cm–3, 
and s  10 pc — for the S140 nebula direction and its vicinity and, also, Te   50÷100 K, Ne   0.01  cm–3, and s   5÷7 pc — for the 
GSH 139-03-69 super shell direction. 

Conclusions. Th e obtained results indicate that the detected decameter carbon RRLs originate from CII regions associated with clouds 
of diff use neutral hydrogen HI in the Galactic plane. Th e lines are seen against a background Galactic radio emission whose brightness 
temperature increases as frequency decreases.
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Introduction
Part 1 [1] of the current paper presents observation-
al results of decameter carbon radio recombination 
lines (RRLs) detected near the frequency 26 MHz in 
the S140 emission nebula and the GSH  139-03-69 
super shell directions through the UTR-2 radio tele-
scope. Discovered more than forty-fi ve years ago [2], 
decameter RRLs have become one of the most eff ec-
tive diagnostic tools for the cold, rarefi ed interstellar 
medium (ISM) [3—5]. By studying decameter RRLs, 
one gains electron temperature, Te , electron densi-
ty, Ne , emission measure, pressure, mechanisms of 
ionization and recombination in tenuous interstel-
lar plasma regions located away from strong ioniza-
tion sources, such as stars or HII regions. Th e main 
source of ionization is far-ultraviolet (FUV) photons 
with wavelengths of 912  Å  l  1 100 Å that fl ood 
out from HII regions in the Galactic plane. 

It should be noted that at low densities, the inter-
stellar gas gets out of local thermodynamic equilib-
rium (LTE) [3]. Th e populations of highly excited 
levels in the non-LTE case are characterized by the 
departure coeffi  cient, bn , which represents the ratio 
of the actual population at a given quantum level n 
to the LTE population. At Te ~ 100 K, the highly ex-
cited levels in carbon atoms can be populated un-
der the low-temperature dielectronic-like recombi-
nation process, which may considerably change line 
intensities [6].

Th e objects of the present research are the Galactic 
plane medium lying in the directions of the S140 emis-
sion nebula and of the GSH 139-03-69 super shell.

Th e S140 nebula direction is remarkable for the 
S140 location at the edge of the L1204 molecular 
cloud. Th e S140/L1204 line of sight has been explored 
in RRLs at diff erent frequencies. Th e observations [7] 
of high-frequency carbon recombination lines C142a 
and C166a indirectly suggest that the line-forming 
region (ionized carbon zone, or CII region) exists 
towards the S140/L1204 complex. Studies [8] of the 
H165a, H166a, C165a, and C166a recombination 
lines conducted near the frequency 1 420  MHz to-
wards the S140/L1204 complex through the use of 
the 100-meter Eff elsberg radio telescope show that 
the physical conditions in the CII region are Te ~ 75 K 
and Ne ~ 0.5 cm–3.

Also, the S140 line of sight was investigated in 
decameter carbon RRLs. Low-frequency carbon line 

C640a near 25 MHz in the S140 direction was fi rst 
detected using the UTR-2 radio telescope [9]. Th e 
observed relative line intensities were estimated to 
be 10  3  10–4 and 5  2  10–4 for "North-South" and 
"West-East" arrays of the UTR-2, respectively, with 
the RRL radial velocities being, respectively, –6  17 
and –36  17 km/s. Based on the obtained line width 
8  2 kHz (or 96  24 km/s when measured in more 
convenient velocity units independent of frequency 
changes), the authors [9] obtained the upper limit 
Ne  1  cm–3 of the electron density and found that 
Te  20 K. Th e linear and angular dimensions of CII 
region responsible for the low-frequency line forma-
tion towards the S140 were estimated to be, respec-
tively, 2÷6 pc and 7 ÷20  at about a 1 kpc distance to 
the S140. Notice they did not consider the mecha-
nism of the highly-excited level population via the 
low-temperature dielectronic-like recombination in 
their analysis.

An attempt was made [10] to detect C540a line 
in the S140 direction near 42 MHz through the 
DKR-1000 radio telescope. It was not successful de-
spite the fact that C540a line was expected to have a 
higher intensity than decameter C640a line. However, 
the authors determined the threshold (3.6  10–4) 
of RRL intensity detection at meter wavelengths. 
Th ey also explain a rather large line width of C640a 
in [9], suggesting that the main line-broadening con-
tributor is high-speed turbulent motions in the ISM 
rather than collisions between Rydberg atoms and 
electrons. Th at large line width is not consistent with 
high-frequency carbon RRL widths (approximately 
2÷5 km/s). Work [10] suggests that CII region of the 
observed decameter carbon RRL formation in the 
S140 direction is not associated with the S140 nebula 
itself. A comparison [10] between the observational 
data of C640a and HI lines shows their good agree-
ment, with the maxima of both lines corresponding 
to the radial velocities centered at about 0 km/s. In 
addition, work [10] supposes that decameter RRLs 
in the S140 direction are formed in multiple dif-
fuse HI clouds located in the line of sight. Th e typi-
cal parameters of the clouds are NH   6÷20  cm–3, 
Ne ~ 0.02 cm–3, and Te  60÷80 K, and carbon in them 
is fully ionized by FUV radiation, 912 Å  l  1 100 Å. 
Also, decameter carbon RRL observations [11] made 
in the S140 direction due to the UTR-2 radio tele-
scope combined with a 4096-channel digital correla-
tor show that the considered CII region apparently 
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exceeds the S140 nebula in angular size and is not 
spatially associated with it.

Th e GSH 139-03-69 super shell direction is also 
worth examining in low-frequency RRLs. As just 
mentioned, "classical" HI clouds, are characterized 
by Te  60÷80 K, Ne ~ 0.02 cm–3, and NH  6÷20 cm–3 
and have long been intensively studied in HI line. 
Among numerous investigations of the Galactic 
plane in HI line, the Leiden/Argentina/Bonn (LAB) 
Survey [12] is considered the most sensitive with the 
most extensive coverage. Apart from "classical" HI 
clouds, there are also HI clouds composed of even 
cooler gas. Th ey are normally smaller than the "clas-
sical" ones and easier to explore against bright dis-
crete sources. Th eir study in HI self-absorption line 
(absorption of the cold cloud component in warmer 
HI radiation of the Galactic background) against Ga-
lactic background is rather diffi  cult.

However, there are still larger reservoirs of cold 
HI in the Galaxy. Th ey not only surpass the "clas-
sical" HI clouds but also molecular clouds and even 
molecular cloud complexes. An example is the 
GSH 139-03-69 super shell located in the Galactic 
plane. Th e GSH 139-03-69 is 9  kpc away from the 
Sun and 16  kpc from the Galactic center and is as 
large as 2.8 kpc  1.6 kpc. Its northern edge of the size 
l  b  ~15°  1° was studied in HI self-absorption line 
through the Synthesis Telescope of the Dominion 
Radio Astrophysical Observatory [13]. An immense 
volume of cold atomic hydrogen with a large opti-
cal depth (τ  1) and low brightness temperatures of 
the shell (~10 ÷ 20 K) and of the background HI gas 
(~15 ÷ 40 K) was discovered. Th e given estimates rep-
resent temperature thresholds in the GSH 139-03-69 
direction. In fact, they can be even lower, but not under 
2.7 K, the temperature of the "relict" microwave back-
ground. Th e range of radial velocities obtained from 
observations of self-absorption HI line is within –87 
to –59 km/s. Th e mass of this GSH 139-03-69 super 
shell is (1.9  107)  М, or 48 masses of the "classical" 
diff use HI clouds. Th e upper limit of the column den-
sity comes to be 5  1019 cm–2. Atomic hydrogen at 
these low temperatures is quite rarely observed in the 
Galaxy. Th e analysis in [13] shows that the existence 
of such a large volume of cold HI gas in the ISM con-
tradicts the prevailing view that the cold gas mainly 
resides in molecular clouds. So, the results from 
[13] encourage further research into such volumes 
of suffi  ciently cold atomic gas against Galactic back-

ground radio emission. Although the exact mecha-
nism of this super shell formation is not available yet, 
a signifi cant place the objects of this sort fi ll in mul-
tiphase ISM structure is evident.

Part 2 of the current paper is devoted to the ana-
lysis of decameter carbon RRL observations through 
the UTR-2 radio telescope and is organized as follows. 
Its Section 1 considers available models of CII re-
gions. Sections 2 and 3 discuss physical conditions in 
CII regions towards the S140 and the GSH 139-03-69, 
respectively, with admissible Te and Ne ranges, where 
observational and modeling data come closest. Con-
clusions follow in the last Section.

1. Models of CII regions
Th ere are two well-known types of CII regions. One 
is oft en called the "classical" CII region and is directly 
related to HII regions, with the ionization occurring 
through radiation from stars within HII region. Th is 
type of CII regions presumably forms high-frequen-
cy carbon RRLs. Th e other type is called the "diff use" 
CII region. It is associated with clouds of neutral hy-
drogen HI, where carbon is ionized by FUV photons, 
912  Å  l  1 100  Å, emanating from HII regions. 
Th e diff use CII regions produce low-frequency car-
bon RRLs [3, 4]. 

Among various models [14—22] developed for the 
diff use CII regions, the "cold" and "warm" medium 
models are highlighted. Th e "cold" medium model 
is for Te ~ 20 K and Ne ~ 0.3 cm–3, the RRLs are as-
sociated with the molecular hydrogen component of 
the ISM [14, 16, 19]. Th e "warm" medium model is 
for Te ~ 35÷75 K and Ne ~ 0.05÷0.1 cm–3, the RRLs 
are associated with omnipresent diff use HI gas [15, 
17, 18, 20]. Th e best agreement between theoretical 
predictions and recorded data is observed in a wide 
range of frequencies for the Cas A models. In sup-
port, a good agreement with the "warm" model is 
shown in [20] for the medium physical conditions 
Te ~ 75 K and Ne ~ 0.02 cm–3. Th e highly-excited levels 
in this case are populated under the low-temperature 
dielectronic-like recombination mechanism [6]. 

A still better agreement between experimental re-
sults and the "warm" model predictions was caught 
in low-frequency carbon RRL observations towards 
other Galactic directions. Work [23] suggests that 
low-frequency carbon RRLs in Galactic plane direc-
tions originate from diff use HI clouds in the line of 
sight. Th e analysis made in [11] suggests that CII re-
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gion that produces decameter lines is not associa-
ted with the S140 nebula itself. Apparently, decame-
ter lines in the S140 direction form in the diff use HI 
clouds lying in the line of sight. On the other hand, 
work [24] proposes that depending on its size, CII 
region can be associated both with the diff use neu-
tral hydrogen HI cloud (about 2 in size) at higher 
temperatures and lower densities (Te ~ 60÷300 K and 
Ne ~ 0.03÷0.05 cm–3) and with the photodissociation 
region on the surface of the molecular clouds (more 
than 4 in size) with lower temperatures and higher 
densities (Te ~ 20÷40 K and Ne ~ 0.1÷0.3 cm–3). 

In light of all the above, it is important to carry 
out decameter radio observations of carbon recom-
bination lines in diff erent Galactic directions. Th e re-
fi nement of physical parameters, the medium model 
improvements, and the size estimation of CII regions 
are essential for subsequent astrophysical analysis. 
As to the GSH 139-03-69 super shell direction, the 
observations of decameter RRLs are not only a good 
way to probe the physical conditions in CII regions 
but also to confi rm the existence of such giant ex-
tremely cold HI gas complexes in the Galactic plane 
and to more augment our understanding of their 
structure, evolution and kinematic parameters.

2. Analysis of physical 
conditions in the S140 line 
of sight and its vicinity
Th e results obtained in [9] were interpreted in the 
framework of the available ISM models. As was al-
ready mentioned, with the authors’ supposition 
[9] of low electron temperatures (much less than 
100 K), the level population mechanism through the 
low-temperature dielectronic-like recombination 
whose effi  ciency is at its highest at around 100 K was 
not considered [9].

According to [10, 23], the Doppler broadening 
makes the main contribution to low-frequency car-
bon RRL widths observed both in the S140 direc-
tion and in other Galactic plane directions. Th e line 
widths towards the S140 and its vicinity in our study 
and in work [11] are much smaller than those in [9]. 
Comparing the line widths obtained in our work 
with the line widths in other directions of the Ga-
lactic plane at 76 and 34.5 MHz [23, 24] shows that 
in terms of radial velocities, these line widths are 
very close. Th ere is no signifi cant line broadening 

as frequency decreases, which indicates the Doppler 
broadening mechanism dominance of. A large dif-
ference (several times the value) from the line widths 
in [9] can be attributed, on the one hand, to a better 
sensitivity of our digital correlator distinguished by a 
wider bandwidth and a larger number of simultane-
ously observed transitions and, on the other, to the 
improved procedure of profi le fi tting. 

In work [9], the lines with a relative intensity of 
about 10   3  10–4 against the continuum were ob-

Table 1. Integral intensities calculated from Equation (1) 
for six electron temperature and electron density 
combinations associated with three path lengths 
and two departure coeffi  cient values

Te, K Ne, cm–3 s, pc bn bn Model IL, s–1

50 0.01 5 13 (from [6]) –0.7353
9 (from [25]) –0.5091

7 13 (from [6]) –1.029
9 (from [25]) –0.7127

10 13 (from [6]) –1.47
9 (from [25]) –1.01823

0.1 5 13 (from [6]) –73.53
3 (from [25]) –16.97

7 13 (from [6]) –102.95
3 (from [25]) –23.75

10 13 (from [6]) –147.077
3 (from [25]) –33.94

1 5 8 (from [6]) –4525.47
1 (from [25]) –565.68

7 8 (from [6]) –6335.6
1 (from [25]) –791.958

10 8 (from [6]) –9050.95
1 (from [25]) –1131.36

100 0.01 5 75 (from [6]) –0.75
8 (from [25]) –0.08

7 75 (from [6]) –1.05
8 (from [25]) –0.112

10 75 (from [6]) –1.5
8 (from [25]) –0.16

0.1 5 70 (from [6]) –70
6 (from [25]) –6

7 70 (from [6]) –98
6 (from [25]) –8.4

10 70 (from [6]) –140
6 (from [25]) –12

1 5 28 (from [6]) –2800
1 (from [25]) –100

7 28 (from [6]) –3920
1 (from [25]) –140

10 28 (from [6]) –5600
1 (from [25]) –200
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served using the "North-South" UTR-2 array. Th e re-
lative intensity in the present study is slightly lower, 
which is attributable to peculiarities of the baseline 
extraction procedures.

Notice when the continuum is lacking a powerful 
source whose brightness temperature exceeds the 
brightness temperature of the Galactic background, 
the relative line intensity observed does not corre-
spond to the actual intensity in the ISM. In this case, 
correction factors should be introduced to take into 
account the angular size ratio of the studied CII re-
gion and the radio telescope beam and the back-
ground and foreground brightness temperatures of 
the CII region. Not knowing spatial dimensions of 
the CII region and its background and foreground 
brightness temperatures prevents an exact estima-
tion of real intensities. Yet, it is possible to use the in-
tegral line intensities, IL, that directly depend on the 
ISM physical conditions, namely the electron tem-
perature and the electron density, as follows [4]

2
6

5 22 10 ,L e
L n n

C e

T N sI d bT Tν

Δ
ν β   

 
(1)

where L CT TΔ  is the relative line intensity, s is the 
path length in pc, bn is the coeffi  cient of departure 
from LTE state, and bn is the stimulated emission 
factor.

Th e integral line intensities were determined from 
the experimentally obtained spectra (Table 2 in [1]). 
Th ese observational values were used for comparison 
with the model values obtained by the iterative substi-
tution of various Te and Ne combinations into Equa-
tion (1) (Table 1). For the analysis, the six following 
Te and Ne combinations were taken: (1) Te   50  K, 
Ne   0.01  cm–3, (2) Te   50  K, Ne   0.1  cm–3, (3) 
Te  50 K, Ne  1 cm–3, (4) Te  100 K, Ne  0.01 cm–3, 
(5) Te   100 K, Ne   0.1  cm–3, and (6) Te   100 K, 
Ne  1 cm–3. Th e analysis is similar to that in [11] but 
compounded by the addition of the path length s 
equal to 5, 7, or 10 pc to each of the six Te and Ne 
combinations. Also, the bn bn values taken from [6] 
are used along with those from the more recent pa-
per [25] which adopts a more rigorous method of the 
statistical equilibrium equation calculation and more 
adequately takes into account collision rates.

Th e results of the comparative analysis between 
observational and model values for the S140 line of 
sight are listed in Table 2 and plotted on graphs in 
Fig. 1. Th e best agreement takes place for combina-
tions (1) and (4) with the path length s  10 pc and 
bn bn taken from [6] and, also, for combination (1) 
with bn bn from [25] and, s  10 pc. Th e directions 
of S140 neighborhoods received the same analysis, 
see Table 2 and Figs 2 and 3. For the G105.152.8 di-
rection, combinations (1) and (4) with s  10 pc and 

Table 2. Model combinations of physical conditions which best suit the observational data

Direction Observed IL , 
s–1

Best suited 
model IL , s–1 Best suited Te , K

Best suited
Ne , cm–3

Best suited
s, pc Best suited bn bn

S140 –1.54 –1.47 50 0.01 10 13 (from [6])
–1.5 100 0.01 10 75 (from [6])
–1.01823 50 0.01 10 9 (from [25])

G105.152.8 –2.93 –1.47 50 0.01 10 13 (from [6])
–1.5 100 0.01 10 75 (from [6])
–1.01823 50 0.01 10 9 (from [25])

G108.487.83 –1.04 –1.029 50 0.01 7 13 (from [6])
–1.05 100 0.01 7 75 (from [6])
–1.01823 50 0.01 10 9 (from [25])

G14000 –1.07 –1.029 50 0.01 7 13 (from [6])
–1.05 100 0.01 7 75 (from [6])
–1.01823 50 0.01 10 9 (from [25])

GSH 139–03–69 –0.78 –0.7353 50 0.01 5 13 (from [6])
–0.75 100 0.01 5 75 (from [6])
–0.7127 50 0.01 7 9 (from [25])

G14500 –0.95 –1.029 50 0.01 7 13 (from [6])
–1.05 100 0.01 7 75 (from [6])
–1.01823 50 0.01 10 9 (from [25])
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bn bn from [6] and combination (1) with s  10 pc and 
bn bn from [25] are preferable. For the G108.487.83, 
the preference is given to combinations (1) and (4) 
with s  7 pc and bn bn from [6] and to combination 
(1) with s  10 pc and bn bn from [25]. It can be seen 
that the RRLs originate from the regions with path 
lengths of 10 pc and even longer, which is quite ex-
pectable for a sight-line running in the Galactic plane 

where large volumes of interstellar gas reside. In the 
S140 direction, the present work identifi es a basic ra-
dial velocity component, –16 km/s, and two weaker 
ones, –40 km/s and 7 km/s. Th e basic component is 
in general agreement with the measurements repor-
ted in [7—9], considering an approximately 1  kpc 
distance to the S140. Th e velocities –16 and 7 km/s 

obviously fi t the local gas in the Orion arm. Th e ve-
locity –40 km/s matches the gas that resides in the 
Perseus arm and whose component falls into the 
wide beam of the "North-South" array of the UTR-2. 

Work [9] suggests that RRLs can form in various 
classes of ISM regions, including those directly re-
lated to the S140 nebula. Th e authors argue that in 
the local sight-line ISM, the line formation under the 
low-temperature dielectronic-like recombination 
mechanism seems less probable. To clarify the model 
of CII region, let us compare our decameter carbon 
RRL spectra to the HI line spectra synthesized within 
the angular resolution of the UTR-2 telescope in our 
studies of the S140, G105.152.8, and G108.487.83 
directions. Th e spectra of both RRL types demon-
strate a good agreement in respect of radial velocity, 
line width, and line intensity. For the G108.487.83 
point in RRLs, the expected decay in line intensity 
is caused by this point deviation from the Galactic 
plane (relative to the G105.152.8 point). Th e de-
crease in line width is due to a smaller gas volume 
falling within the wide antenna beam. For HI line, 
these diff erences are also noticeable. Th us, we con-
clude that in this part of the Galaxy, large-scale HI 
cloud complexes extending up to the Galactic lati-
tudes b  ~ 8 may exist. Consequently, decameter 
RRLs can most likely originate from the same gas as 
HI line, refuting the hypothesis from [9] that these 
lines form in small-size regions associated with the 
S140 nebula itself.

According to [10], the RRL widths measured at 
high and low frequencies in the S140 direction do 
not coincide, indicating that high-frequency and 
low-frequency lines may be from various medium 
regions. Th e CII regions responsible for the low-fre-
quency line formation are apparently not directly re-
lated to the S140 nebula and to CII regions of the 
high-frequency line formation. Th at decameter car-
bon RRLs take place in the spectra plotted on the 
graphs in Figs 2 and 3 obtained in [1] for a medium 
region exceeding the S140 in angular size implies that 
the size of CII region or CII regions (in the S140 di-

Fig. 1. Comparison of the integral line intensity calculated from 
Equation (1) at path lengths of 5, 7, and 10 pc (line 1) and the 
observational results (line 2) for the S140 direction. Hereinaft er, 
the upper and the middle diagrams use bn bn from [6], while the 
lower diagrams use bn bn from [25]; the intensities are plotted 
with the opposite sign
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rection) responsible for the formation of these lines 
is larger than 6 by declination. Th us, the assump-
tions made in [10] are valid. 

3. Analysis of physical conditions 
in the GSH 139-03-69 line of sight 
and its vicinity 
Th e line widths in the GSH 139-03-69, G14000, and 
G14500 directions were determined by the Gaus-
sian fi tting into the observational spectra (see Table 2 

in [1]). Th e radial velocities and the measured line 
widths in the GSH 139-03-69 direction do not dif-
fer much from those in the G14500 and G14000 
directions. Th is gives grounds to believe that the ob-
served RRLs in the case of the association of CII-re-
gions and HI clouds track "ordinary" local HI gas 
omnipresent in the Galactic plane and not associ-
ated with extremely cold gas of the GSH 139-03-69 
super shell. A comparison with the higher-frequency 
RRL widths in terms of radial velocities in the 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the model calculations of the integral 
line intensity (line 1) and its observational values (line 2) for the 
G105.15+2.8 direction

Fig. 3. Comparison of the model calculations of the integral 
line intensity (line 1) and its observational values (line 2) in the 
G108.48+7.83 direction
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GSH 139-03-69 and nearby directions in the Galac-
tic plane shows that low-frequency line widths are 
even somewhat smaller than high-frequency line 
widths. Hence, the Doppler broadening mechanism 
dominates. 

For the GSH 139-03-69 direction, the spectrum 
shown in Fig. 5 in [1] has several line components 
whose radial velocities are approximately –32 and 
–7 km/s, suggesting that the gas traced by these com-
ponents resides in the Perseus and Orion arms. In 

similar spectra taken a year later (Fig. 6, [1]), these 
two merge into one with a radial velocity of about 
–19  km/s, which can apparently be explained by a 
shorter accumulation time and, thus, a lower sensi-
tivity. Furthermore, both spectra have a weaker and 
narrower component near –80 km/s. It corresponds 
to the radial velocities of the outer Galactic arm and 
is consistent with the observational results in [13]. 
Th is component is believed to match the absorp-
tion of the extremely cold gas in the GSH 139-03-69 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the model calculations of the integral line 
intensity (line 1) and its observational values (line 2) in the GSH 
139-03-69 direction

Fig. 5. Comparison of the model calculations of the integral 
line intensity (line 1) and its observational values (line 2) in the 
G140+00 direction 
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super shell, but it is so faint that its detailed analysis 
and measurements of its characteristics require 
greater observational sensitivity. 

Th e arc of the GSH 139-03-69 northern border at 
the point with coordinates l  145, b  0 was not 
defi ned well enough in the HI self-absorption line. 
In the spectrum presented in Fig.  7, [1], the RRLs 
are seen to have several components corresponding 
to radial velocities within –50÷0  km/s and asso-
ciated with the gas in the Perseus and Orion spiral 
arms. Th e faint component which is barely visible 
near –80 km/s in Figs. 5 and 6 in [1] is missing. At 
the point with coordinates l  137, b  –6, low-fre-
quency carbon RRLs were not detected due to the 
lack of integration time (Fig. 8, [1]). 

For the GSH  139-03-69, G14000, and G14500 
directions, the iterative analysis of physical condi-
tions most consistent with the experimental data was 
conducted with the use of Equation (1) by analogy 
with the analysis for the S140 direction. In the 
GSH 139-03-69 direction, the best correspondence to 
our data was obtained for combinations (1) and (4) 
with the path length s  5 pc and bn bn from [6] and 
for combination (1) with s  7 pc and bn bn from [25] 
(see Table 2, Fig. 4). For the G14000 direction, the 
best correspondence is for combinations (1) and (4), 
with the path length s  7 pc and bn bn from [6] and 
for combination (1), s   10 pc and bn bn from [25] 
(Table 2, Fig. 5). For the G145+00 direction, the best 
correspondence is achieved for combinations (1) 
and (4), with the path length s  7 pc and bn bn from 
[6] and for combination (1), with s  10 pc and bn bn 
from [25] (Table  2, Fig.  6). Note that the observed 
radial velocities of the detected lines and their cor-
relation with the corresponding HI spectra give rea-
sons to conclude that the RRLs arise in local diff use 
HI clouds in the Galactic plane and are not related 
to the GSH 139-03-69. Th e Sun is 9 kpc away from 
the GSH 139-03-69. Th e sensitivity of measurements 
is currently too low to examine the –80 km/s com-
ponent associated with the absorption of the ionized 
gas in this super shell. Th e path lengths extracted 
from this direction analysis are slightly smaller than 
those in the neighboring G14000 and G14500 
sight-lines. However, to draw any conclusions solely 
from this fact is premature since an analysis of phy-
sical conditions in this case only depends on the 
measured integral intensity alone. To obtain a more 
distinct and reliable picture, one should estimate the 

electron temperature and electron density (and, sub-
sequently, the path length) and augment the stock of 
methods with multi-frequency observational tech-
niques. 

Only a piece of the complex border was observed 
in HI self-absorption line. Th erefore, it makes sense 
to investigate the GSH  139-03-69 direction and its 
vicinity with a high spatial resolution and a good 
sensitivity by means of low-frequency RRL scanning 
of areas of the size l  b  18  10 with the center in 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the model calculations of the integral 
line intensity (line 1) and its observational values (line 2) in the 
G145+00 direction
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the GSH 139-03-69 sight-line. Also, all available data 
in HI self-absorption line in these directions should 
be used. Th e fact that decameter carbon RRLs can 
distinguish between hot and cold gas with great ac-
curacy, which is almost impossible by observations 
in HI line, confi rms that we will be able to track the 
border, estimate the size of the object, and gain more 
insight into its physics.

Conclusions
Part 2 of the current paper has contributed to the 
understanding of the physical conditions in CII re-
gions that produce decameter carbon RRLs viewed 
near the frequency 26 MHz through the UTR-2 radio 
telescope towards the S140 emission nebula and the 
GSH 139-03-69 super shell.

In Part 1 of the current paper, we concluded that 
CII region responsible for decameter carbon line for-
mation in the S140 direction is not associated with 
the S140 nebula itself. Th e line characteristics in both 
the S140 sight-line and its vicinity are very similar, 
suggesting that CII region is rather extended (more 
than 6 by declination) and that the RRLs may form 
in such widespread ISM components as HI clouds in 
the Galactic plane. A comparison between ionized 
carbon and HI spatial distributions validates this 
assumption. Of the existing CII region models, our 
data best fall within the "warm" model of line forma-
tion regions, with ionized carbon thought of as as-
sociated with diff use HI clouds at Te ~ 35÷75 K and 
Ne ~ 0.05÷0.1 cm–3. Th e iterative comparison of de-
tected and model integral intensities of decameter 
carbon RRLs for diff erent Te , Ne , and s combinations 
yielded the physical state ranges where observational 
data and model predictions are in the best agree-
ment. Th e best coincidence with our data was found 

for the combination Te  50÷100 K, Ne  0.01 cm–3, 
and s  10 pc. Furthermore, the model computation 
of integral intensities involved new, more precise 
values of the departure coeffi  cients bn bn. 

For the GSH  139-03-69 line of sight, the physi-
cal condition of the local ISM gas has been estimat-
ed, too, off ering Te  50÷100 K, Ne  0.01 cm–3, and 
s  5÷7 pc. Th e decameter carbon RRLs most likely 
originate from the local HI that resides in the Galac-
tic plane. Th e spectral component responsible for the 
gas absorption in the super shell itself is too faint to 
admit its proper analysis today.

However, it should be noted that due to the ab-
sence of a strong discrete continuum source such 
that its brightness temperature exceeds the Galactic 
background temperature we need to know the spa-
tial structure of CII regions in given directions to 
faithfully determine the medium parameters and in-
terpret them properly. Also, for estimating physical 
conditions in the ISM gas, the stock of employed re-
search methods is necessary to be augmented with 
multi-frequency observational techniques.
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hensive Program of the National Academy of Scien-
ces of Ukraine "Support of priority state of scientifi c 
research and scientifi c and technical (experimental) 
developments of Physics and Astronomy Department 
of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine" for 
2022. (0123U102426) as well as departmental re-
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СПОСТЕРЕЖЕННЯ ДЕКАМЕТРОВИХ РЕКОМБІНАЦІЙНИХ 
РАДІОЛІНІЙ ВУГЛЕЦЮ В ДЕЯКИХ НАПРЯМКАХ ГАЛАКТИКИ
Частина 2. АНАЛІЗ ФІЗИЧНИХ УМОВ У ДИФУЗНИХ CII-ОБЛАСТЯХ

Предмет і мета роботи. У цій статті описано аналіз результатів спостережень декаметрових рекомбінаційних радіоліній 
(РРЛ) вуглецю, виконаних у напрямках емісійної туманності S140 і гігантської оболонки GSH 139-03-69 на радіотелескопі 
УТР-2 поблизу частоти 26 МГц. Такі лінії є високоефективним засобом діагностики холодного розрідженого міжзоряного 
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середовища (МЗС). Метою даної роботи є визначення зв’язку областей формування цих декаметрових ліній (CII-областей) 
з іншими компонентами МЗС, а також дослідження фізичних умов у цих областях (електронна температура Te , електронна 
густина Ne ). 

Методи та методологія. Шляхом ітераційного порівняння експериментально отриманих інтегральних інтенсивностей 
декаметрових РРЛ вуглецю з їхніми модельними значеннями для різних комбінацій Te , Ne , а також розміру області крізь 
промінь зору s, було визначено діапазони фізичних умов, для яких спостерігається найкраще узгодження.

Результати. Характеристики зареєстрованих декаметрових РРЛ вуглецю узгоджуються з більш високочастотними 
даними як для напрямку S140, так і для інших напрямків Галактичної площини, в тому числі й поблизу GSH 139-03-69. 
Було визначено діапазони фізичних умов, для яких найкращим чином узгоджуються експериментальні та модельні дані. 
Для напрямку на туманність S140 та її околиці найкраще узгодження спостерігається для Te 50…100 К, Ne  0.01 см–3 
та s  10 пк. Для напрямку на оболонку GSH  139-03-69 найкраще узгодження відповідає Te  50…100 К, Ne  0.01 см–3 
та s  5…7 пк.

Висновки. Отримані результати свідчать про те, що зареєстровані декаметрові РРЛ вуглецю утворились у CII-областях, 
асоційованих із хмарами дифузного нейтрального водню HI в Галактичній площині. Лінії утворилися на тлі фонового 
Галактичного радіовипромінювання, яскравісна температура якого зростає зі зменшенням частоти. 

Ключові слова: електронна густина, електронна температура, іонізований вуглець, міжзоряне середовище, модель середови-
ща, рекомбінаційні радіолінії, СІІ-область.


